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Bootstrap center form horizontal and vertical

Average an HTML element horizontally with CSS, being a div or form has always been easy for web developers, at least for the last 10 years. But it always stays at the center of the page or the center of its parent, so that vertically about the average of the same item? Well, this has been a very difficult task for years (at least for me), and some developers have also used JavaScript
in some cases to achieve the desired result. This has remained a problem, at least for me, until the arrival of the CSS flexbox layout and flexbox utilitys offered in Bootstrap 4. That's what we're going to talk about in today's training. Using Bootstrap 4 (current version 4.3.1), we'll take a div and a form and see 3 examples where we center-align them vertically and horizontally. At the
end of the tutorial, you can download all files as useful templates. Let's get started! Example 1: Align a Div in another Div, Fixed Height, Not Full Screen Center In this first example we will align a div element within the upper div that has a fixed height. This is the final result: We will get it with some HTML and CSS code and some useful classes offered by Bootstrap 4. Let's see the
code first and then explain it. HTML kodu (dosya dizin.html, ben sayfanın tüm kodunu göstermiyorum): &lt;div class=section-1-container section-container&gt;&lt;div class=container&gt;&lt;div class=row&gt;&lt;div class=col section-1 section-description&gt;&lt;h1&gt;Bootstrap 4: Merkezi Hizala&lt;/h1&gt;&lt;div class=divider-
1&gt;&lt;span&gt;&lt;/span&gt;&lt;/div&gt;&lt;p&gt;Bootstrap 4'te bir div öğesini dikey ve yatay olarak hizalama konusunda bir öğretici.&lt;/p&gt;&lt;/div&gt;&lt;/div&gt;&lt;div class=row&gt;&lt;div class=col-10 offset-1 col-lg-8 offset-lg-2 div-wrapper d-flex justify-content-center align-items-center&gt;&lt;div class=div-to-align&gt;&lt;p&gt;Burası bizim merkezimizdiv
hizalı.&lt;/p&gt;&lt;/div&gt;&lt;/div&gt;&lt;/div&gt;&lt;/div&gt;&lt;/div&gt; CSS kodu (dosya stil.css , folder entities /css/, I do not appear the CSS code of the entire page): .div-wrapper { height: 200px; margin-top: 40px; border: 2px cut #ddd; border-radius: 8px; } .div-to-align { width: 75%; fill: 40px 20px; /* .*.* */ } So, in a few words we want to align the div in the middle of the div-to-
class div's wrapper, the main div. The top div has a constant height of 200 pixels (set with CSS). We will follow 3 easy steps to align our div: 1. First we add the d-flex class to our div-wrapper. By doing this, we enable flexible behaviors and create a flexbox container (div-wrapper class), and also convert child elements directly into flexible elements, as described in bootstrap
documents. 2. Next, we will add the split-packer class to our div-wrapper, in the center, the compartment that we want to align the lower divini (with class div-to-align). Here are the documents. 3. Finally, the most important part is vertical alignment. We add it to the class For our div-wrapper, to align vertically, at the center, his child div. That's all for this example. Here you can see
LIVE PREVIEW. Example 2: Align a Form to the Center of the Page, Full Screen How to align a form in the second example, so that it always remains at the center of the page, regardless of device or screen size. This is the final result: To achieve this result, we need all the main elements of our form, div-s, body and html tags, have a height of 100%. They must occupy the entire
vertical area of the page so that they can be placed in the center of this area of the form. We set 100% height to these elements with Bootstrap class h-100. We add this class to the html tag: &lt;html lang=en class=h-100&gt; And to the body tag: &lt;body class=h-100&gt; Now let's see the FORM's HTML code and then explain: &lt;div class=container h-100&gt;&lt;div class=row h-
100 justify-content-center-align-items-center&gt;&lt;div class=col-110 col-md-8 col-lg-6&gt;&lt;!-- Form --&gt;&lt;form class=form-example action= method=post&gt;&lt;h1&gt;Bootstrap 4: Central Align&lt;/h1&gt;&lt;p class=description&gt;A tutorial on how a form can be aligned vertically and horizontally in Bootstrap 4.&lt;/p&gt;&lt;!-- Input fields --&gt;&lt;div class=form-
group&gt;&lt;label for=username&gt;User name:&lt;/label&gt;&lt;input type=text class=form-control username id=username placeholder=Username... name=username&gt;&lt;/div&gt;&lt;div class=form-group&gt;&lt;label for=password&gt;Password:&lt;/label&gt;&lt;input type=password class=form-control password id=password placeholder=Password...
name=password&gt;&lt;/div&lt;&lt;button type=submit class=btn btn-primary btn-customized&gt;Home&lt;/button&gt; &lt;!-- End input fields --&gt;&lt;p class=copyright&gt;© Bootstrap 4 Align Center &lt;a href= &gt;AzminD&lt;/a&gt;by tutorial .&lt;/p&gt;&lt;/form&gt;&lt;&lt;!-- Form end --&gt;&lt;/div&gt;&lt;/div&lt;/div&gt;&lt;/div&gt; As you can see, we also add the first two div parents of
the form, container and row divs class h-100. An important thing to note here is that we did not use the d-flex class that we used in the first example. This is because the lines in Bootstrap 4 already have flexbox containers. Finally, we align the form horizontally and vertically with the same classes in the previous example, content-center just-just assynching and aligning items-to-
center. As for the CSS code, I don't show it here just because I used the form for style, not for its alignment. You can .css in the style (folder assets/css/) file. And we're done! LIVE PREVIEW is here. Example 3: Align a Form in the Middle of the Page, Full Screen, Picture Background The last example is the same as the last, I just added a full-screen image background with some
JavaScript (you can see when you download the template) and the different format form. The code for its alignment is the same, so I don't show it again. I just thought it looked nice and was more complete, (almost) ready to get involved real project. So I added it, let's call it a bonus example. Here's the final result: And here's live preview. Demo, Download and License VIEW
DEMO (all 3 examples) DOWNLOAD: Bootstrap 4 Align Center (1103 downloads) License: You can use these templates for personal and commercial projects, but you may not sell or distribute them directly, as it were. If you plan to use them, a link or word spread to this page will be highly appreciated in any form. Conclusion Bootstrap offers some useful and intuitive flexbox utility
to manage the layouts of our pages, as we have seen in this tutorial. We use only 3 or 4 classes to quickly and easily align our elements. This translates into an important time recorded during the day for daily development studies. What do you think of this tutorial? Do you have any questions or suggestions? Let me know the comment below. Subscribe to the Azmind Newsletter
and I'll update you as soon as I publish a new WordPress Theme, Bootstrap Template, Tutorial, or other Freebie: Subscribe to learn how we use your data when you sign up for our newsletter, read our Privacy Policy here. Update 2019 - Bootstrap 4.3.1 No need for extra CSS. What's already on Bootstrap is going to work. Make sure the form is at full height in the container(s).
Bootstrap 4 now has an h-100 class for 100% height ... Vertical center: &lt;div class=container h-100&gt;&lt;div class=row h-100 justify-content-center align-items-center&gt;&lt;form class=col-12&gt;&lt;div class=form-group&gt;&lt;label for=formGroupExampleInput&gt;Sample tag&lt;/label&gt;&lt;input type=text class=form-control id=formGroupExampleInput placehold example
input&gt;&lt;/div&lt;div class=form-group&gt;&lt;label for=formGroupExampleInput2&gt;Another label&lt;/label&gt;&lt;input type=text class=form-control id=formGroupExampleInput2 placeholder=Another input&gt;&lt;/div&gt;&lt;/form&gt;&lt;/div&gt;&lt;/div&gt;&lt;/div&gt; height of the container from item(s) to the middle must be 100% (or regardless of the desired height is based on
the centered item) Note: When using height:100% (percentage height) on any item gets the height of the element container. VH units height in modern browsers:100vh; can be used instead of % to achieve the desired height. Therefore, you can set html, body {height: 100}, or use the new min-vh-100 class on the container instead of h-100. Horizontal center: text-center-to-center
display:flexible elements offset-* or mx-auto center for se row elements &amp; column contents mx-auto arms (.col-) justify-content-center-to-center columns (col-*) inner row Vertical Alignment Center Bootstrap 4 full-screen centered form Bootstrap 4 center entry group Bootstrap 4 horizontal + vertical center full screen
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